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New Sunflower 9700 Series Air Till Drill Helps Deliver Top Small-Grain Yields
DULUTH, Ga. (Oct. 3, 2012) — AGCO (NYSE:AGCO), Your Agriculture Company, a worldwide manufacturer and distributor of agricultural equipment, introduces
the Sunflower® 9700 Series air till drill. New for 2013, the 9700 Series air till drill optimizes small-grain yield potential with its industry-exclusive ribbon-seeded
planting style. Designed as a single-pass seeding system, the 9700 Series drill opens the soil, slices out weeds, places seed and fertilizer, and then finishes the
job by properly packing the soil to preserve moisture and optimize seed-to-soil contact. It is built to handle any production system, from no-till to conventional. The
drill’s 5-inch-wide seedbed is the widest possible that is available from a packed-row drill, encouraging plants to develop stronger stems, superior roots and
maximum yields.

“The ribbon-seeding style of the 9700 Series was long ago proven to produce yields that consistently outperform conventional row drills,” says Tom Draper,
Sunflower seeding and tillage product marketing manager. “By pairing the SF9730 60-foot model, which is our largest, with a Sunflower 9900 Series commodity
cart, farmers will have a unit that will cover many acres quickly and really help optimize their productivity and yields.”

The new 9700 Series drill is available in 40-, 50- and 60-foot seeding widths that deliver one-pass seeding and several convenient fertilizer placement options.
With 10-inch-row spacing, the drill places seed in a 5-inch-wide ribbon, with only 5 inches between rows. The heavy frame and wide packing wheels are designed
to deliver proper seed packing to help farmers achieve uniform emergence of small-grain crops.

The frame of each 9700 Series drill is built heavy and durable, weighing more than competitive drills to help ensure the row units penetrate even the toughest of
soil conditions. To provide uniform seeding depth and minimize depth variation across the width of the machine caused by passing over clods or ridges, the frame
and wings rest on walking tandems. The drill also is designed to ensure uniform seedbed packing across the machine’s width regardless of field obstacles, as
packing wheels are mounted on walk beams, with every walk beam separately spring-mounted to the drill frame. The wide packing wheels ensure the best
possible firming of the seedbed to conserve soil moisture and enhance uniform crop emergence.

Easy depth control, multiple fertilizer options

Setting a uniform seeding depth is easy to do by leveling the frame of the 9700 drill. Depth-control collars on the packer wheel-frame lift cylinders make it easy to
see that each cylinder is at the correct depth, and re-phasing lift cylinders ensure that the drill returns to level after raising and lowering.

Depending on the choice of seed openers, fertilizer can be placed with the seed, or split between the seed ribbon and below or to the side of the seed, for
maximum fertilizer-placement flexibility. The drill’s 650-pound trip-spring shanks help seed openers stay firmly in place and allow opener assemblies to trip over
fixed obstacles without disrupting row alignment.

Optional equipment includes disc levelers for a smooth field finish regardless of field speed; tillage coulters to slice through heavy residue; and wireless seed tube
blockage sensors. The machine also may be equipped to apply anhydrous ammonia.

For more information about this new air till drill and the full line of seeding equipment from Sunflower, see your Sunflower dealer or visit www.sunflowermfg.com.
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Sunflower is a registered trademark of AGCO.

About AGCO
AGCO, Your Agriculture Company (NYSE:AGCO), is a global leader focused on the design, manufacture and distribution of agricultural machinery. AGCO
supports more productive farming through a full line of tractors, combines, hay tools, sprayers, forage equipment, tillage implements, grain storage and protein
production systems, as well as related replacement parts. AGCO products are sold through four core machinery brands, Challenger®, Fendt®, Massey
Ferguson® and Valtra®, and are distributed globally through 3,100 independent dealers and distributors in more than 140 countries worldwide. Retail financing is
available through AGCO Finance for qualified purchasers. Founded in 1990, AGCO is headquartered in Duluth, Ga., USA. In 2011, AGCO had net sales of $8.8
billion. http://www.AGCOcorp.com

Safe Harbor Statement
Statements which are not historical facts, including expectations regarding the manufacture of equipment, are forward-looking and subject to risks that could
cause actual results to differ materially from those suggested by the statements. These risks include possible declines in demand for products as a result of
weather, demand and other conditions that impact farm income, actions by producers of competitive products, and the general risks attendant to acquisitions.
Further information concerning these and other factors is included in AGCO’s filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission, including its Form 10-K for
the year ended December 31, 2011. AGCO disclaims any obligation to update any forward-looking statements except as required by law.
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